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us
***

Hi.

We are tyler knott gregson and sarah linden and we have been chasing 
the light together all over this beautiful blue marble for damn near a 
decade.  we've photographed all types of weddings with all types of 
people all over this world.

We kWe know what matters most. we know the value of a single fleeting 
moment.

We believe in capturing those silent moments, the ones that stand out 
tall and live between all the others that were supposed to matter more.

The secret miracles and the stolen breaths.

WWhen the dust settles and the pictures find themselves framed on the 
wall, it's those that matter...the nervous glance, the belly laugh, the 
last deep breath. the calm and the frenzy.

There is so much life and we will always do our best to
capture it all in a way that matters, truly matters, and always will.

Whatever you need, we can help. contact us and we can start showing 
you your life, how you've never seen it before...

NNamaste.
 





we believe...
***

In blending into the background, vanishing semi-documentary style, and 
leaving you wondering how on Earth we got the shot we got.

In capturing your day as it unfolds, naturally, without cliché or awkward 
positioning, without phony re-creation or forced narrative.  

In the connections, the tiny details, the moments that tell your story in a 
way you didn’t know possible.  

In creativity, in pushing our boundaries to become better photographers,
better people, and better at capturing emotions instead of moments.better people, and better at capturing emotions instead of moments.

In quality over quantity.  We want your breath stolen when you see your 
images, not a mountain of rubble to get to a single gem.

In chasing the light, wherever, whenever, and however we possibly can.  





what you'll get
***

***

We don't believe in complicated wedding packages, hidden fees for 
prints, or holding your photos hostage. Your images are your story, and 
we give you every single professionally edited image we keep.  As every 
wedding is different, we will customize our price based on your details, 
budget, and visions for the day.

Our package is universal, & here's what you get when you book with us:

-  Introductory meeting (skype or in person if possible) to discuss
   your wedding plans and creative vision for the day.    your wedding plans and creative vision for the day. 

-  6-7 hours of total wedding coverage with both Sarah and Tyler.
 
-  USB Drive of all of your professionally edited images with print
   permission that allows you to print an unlimited number of 
   prints wherever you wish as well as have a digital backup.

travel rate
We travel, everywhere, and try to keep the costs as affordable as
possible for you.

We require our travel expenses (airfare, lodging, transportation) to be 
covered, but do not charge an additional fee for the travel itself. We 
always check with you before booking.

For International Weddings, we often throw in some extremely rad deals For International Weddings, we often throw in some extremely rad deals 
for places we’ve been dying to go, so do not hesitate to ask if you’re
getting hitched somewhere amazing!





questions often asked

WHAT IF WE NEED YOU LONGER?
We can easily add hours onto your wedding package at a discounted 
rate. In our experience, 6 hours is plenty for most people, but should you 

need more, we’ll give you that option.

DO YOU TRAVEL?
Everywhere and anywhere. Nothing excites us more than wandering into 
new landscapes, new cultures, new light. We even like to occassionally 
throw in some deals for international weddings that really get our crazy 

wanderlusting hearts racing.

CAN WE GIVE YOU A LIST OF SHOTS WE WANT?

DO YOU RETOUCH/AIRBRUSH OUR SKIN?
This (thank goodness) is not Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition, so to us, 
natural always wins. We do light retouching, but refuse to make anyone 
look plastic. You are beautiful, just as you are.  We’ll show you.

We love Pinterest too, but if we’re focusing our energies on copying 
someone else’s work, ours will suffer. Trust us, we’ll rock at the job you 

hired us to do. We promise.

DO YOU TAKE FORMAL (POSED) PHOTOS?
We get it, formal photos are important to some couples and their families, 
and while we will capture them, we’d rather spend our time focusing on  
the breathtaking candid moments that you will remember and cherish  
forever. As such, we like to keep these formal photos to a maximum of 8 

variations. 

***

***



Chase the Light with us

chasersofthelight@gmail.com

chasersofthelight.com

***


